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Abstract: We address the problem of non-parametric multi-modal image match-
ing. We propose a generic framework which relies on a global variational formula-
tion and show its versatility through three different multi-modal registration meth-
ods : supervised registration by joint intensity learning, maximization of the mutual
information and maximization of the correlation ratio. Regularization is performed
by using a functional borrowed from linear elasticity theory. We also consider a
geometry-driven regularization method. Experiments on synthetic images and pre-
liminary results on the realignment of MRI datasets are presented.
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Une Approche Variationnelle pour l’Appariement
Multimodal d’Images
Résumé : Nous consid érons le problème du recalage non-rigide entre images de
modalit és diff érentes. Nous proposons un cadre g én éral qui repose sur une for-
mulation variationnelle, que nous appliquons sous la forme de trois algorithmes de
recalage multimodal : recalage supervis é par apprentissage de la loi jointe, maximi-
sation de l’information mutuelle, et maximisation du rapport de corr élation. Pour
permettre une r égularisation de la solution, nous utilisons un op érateur issu de
la th éorie de l’ élasticit é. Nous consid érons aussi une m éthode de r égularisation
avec pr éservation des contours. Des r ésultats exp érimentaux pr éliminaires sur des
images synth étiques et des donn ées IRM sont pr ésent és.
Mots-clés : Mise en Correspondence Multimodale, Méthodes Variationnelles, Flot
Optique, Information Mutuelle, Rapport de Corrélation.
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1 Introduction
Image matching is one of the fundamental problems in computer vision, and a very
important practical issue in medical image processing. One of its simplest forms is
the optical-flow computation, which aims at recovering the displacement field be-
tween two frames of a video sequence. In medical imaging, registration techniques
have been developed in order to recover geometric distortions and misalignments
between MRI datasets. In this case, large local and global deformations may occur
and must be taken into account.
Most of the existing methods rely on a very strong assumption : images have
been acquired through similar sensors and thus present the same intensity range, up
to a certain amount of noise. Consequently, the resulting matching algorithms are
essentially based on the same principle. Given two images, one looks for a geomet-
ric transformation which minimizes the sum of the differences (or the squared dif-
ferences) between their intensity values. In this setting, the main issue usually con-
cerns the choice of a class of deformations, a finite or infinite-dimensional search
space.
However, there are several situations where the considered images have different
intensity maps. For instance, one may consider the problem of face recognition and
tracking under varying illumination conditions, or the stereo vision using cameras
with different spectral sensibilities. The medical imaging community has been con-
fronted very early to the same type of problem. There exist several MRI acquisition
modalities, and intra-modality registrations must be performed to allow an accurate
fusion and comparison of complementary information. One must notice that the
relation between the intensity maps of two modalities is not necessarily functional,
and is generally unknown (at least not explicitely).
To cope with this new difficulty, global statistical and information-theoretic sim-
ilarity measures have been proposed, such as the mutual information [30, 31] and
the correlation ratio [23, 24]. Multi-modal registration is usually performed by
maximizing these criteria over a low-dimensional parametric class of deformations,
e.g. rigid or affine transformations. In some cases, the relation between two modal-
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ities can even be learned under reasonable assumptions, and a maximum likelihood
principle leads to a very efficient multi-modal registration method [16].
Recent attempts have been made to extend these techniques to the non-rigid
multi-modal image matching problem. They either rely on more complex paramet-
ric transformations [18, 25], block-matching strategies [17, 14, 13], or on the combi-
nation of a mono-modal algorithm with some parametric intensity corrections [22].
However, to our knowledge, no global variational formulation of this problem has
been proposed, limiting the access to very useful classes of deformations.
Variational techniques have already been used for classical optical flow com-
putations and mono-modal image matching problems [20, 5, 11, 3] (among oth-
ers), showing that excellent results can be achieved through this approach. Prior
knowledge and advanced regularization constraints can be easily integrated in a
single cost functional. This is the natural approach to design gradient flows on
infinite-dimensional deformation spaces. In this perspective, we propose a vari-
ational framework to recover dense displacement fields from global multi-modal
similarity measures. Three different methods are considered : supervised registra-
tion by joint intensity learning, maximization of the mutual information and maxi-
mization of the correlation ratio. Regularization is performed by using a physically-
based functional relying on elasticity theory. We also consider a functional based on
discontinuity-preserving diffusion tensors, first introduced by Nagel and Enkelman
[20], and which has recently attracted a new interest in image restoration, optical
flow and stereo [3, 2].
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the variational formal-
ism and its application to the definition of three matching algorithms. Section 3
describes the choice of a functional to perform a suitable regularization. Section 4
presents numerical experiments on synthetic images and preliminary results on MRI
datasets. We conclude and sketch future developments of this work in Section 5.
RR n° 4117
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2 Variational Principles and Multi-Modal Similarity
Measures
2.1 Prolegomenon
Let us first introduce some notations and basic assumptions which will be used all
along this paper. We are mainly concerned by image matching problems (2D and
3D), but most the following developments will remain valid for any scalar signals
defined on a bounded domain
 
(with an arbitrary  ). For instance, one may
want to handle 1D matching problems, such as audio signals time warping. We
consider here two images, respectively represented by the functions 
	   
and 	   . Arbitrarily, we set  as the target image and  acts on  by  ,
where  denotes the composition of applications. The deformation is modelled by
a mapping 	        . We assume that  belongs to a Hilbert space 
equipped with the usual scalar product  "!$#&%('*)+-,/.103245,6.1078. . It is often
simpler to decompose  as 5%9;:=<?> where > is a displacement field.
The generic matching problem is defined as the minimization of a cost functional@A >CBD%&E A >FBG<IHFJ A >FB
where E measures the disparity of  and  given a displacement > , while J con-
tains regularizing constraints and smoothness assumptions on > . For mono-modal
matchings, a typical choice of functional E would be the Sum of Squared Differ-
ences (SSD) E A >CBD%KLNM ) ,OP,/.10  D,6.<Q>3,/.10 0R0RST78. (1)
If we measure the irregularity of > in terms of the amplitude of its variations, a very
simple example for J is given by
J A >CBD% KLUM )WVXVZY >3,/.10 V[V S 78.\% KLNM ) Tr , Y >,6.10^] Y >,6.10R0178._ (2)
where Y > denotes the Jacobian matrix of > . This type of regularization goes back
to the so-called Tikhonov functional [28], first used to deal with ill-posed problems.
The factor H is introduced to control the respective influence of E and J .
INRIA
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In the following, we propose to consider a more generic regularization term J ,
such that J A >FBD% M )  , Y >3,/.10 0F78.  (3)
for an arbitrary mapping   	    ,  0   , where     ,  0 is the set of 	 
matrices with real coefficients. Note that (2) corresponds to   , 2 0 % 
S VXV 2 V[V S . The
selection of a mapping   offers a simple and flexible way to design problem-specific
regularization methods. This issue will be addressed in Section 3.
In general, we assume the existence of a minimum > % # @A >CB . Using
some classical tools of variational calculus (see [10] for a complete introduction to
this topic), we can introduce the first variation (Gâteaux Variation) of the functional@
, defined as
for \\ 7 @ A > FBD%! "#%$'& @A >"<)(*CB  @ A >CB( %
+ @ A > <,(*CB+ (
---- #%./&
One can show that if
@
has a local extremum > in  , its first variation at > must
vanish, that is 0
\\ 7 @ A > FBD%21 must hold 3
Let us notice that if 7 @A >CBP%54  @  ! # , 4  @ defines the gradient of the func-
tional
@
. Therefore, the previous necessary condition of optimality is readily equiv-
alent to
4  @ %6
This formula is often referred to as the Euler or Euler-Lagrange equation. It can be
easily computed when
@
has a simple form. For instance, if@A >CB% M ) 7 ,6.P >3,/.10  Y >3,/.10 0C78.
one can show that its Euler equation becomes
7  ,/.  >  Y > 0  :98/, 7;:  ,6.P > Y >T0R0 %6U (4)
where we define a generalized divergence operator :98/,=< 03% A 4 2?> 
 ?3?3?3;@42?>  B ]
for < % A > 
 ?3?3?3;A>  B ] .
RR n° 4117
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In our situation, we will not try directly to solve the Euler equation and prefer a
suboptimal solution based on a gradient descent strategy. With non-convex criteria,
one may of course get trapped in local extrema. Nevertheless, provided with a suit-
able initial guess > & , numerical implementations based on multi-resolution methods
will generally provide relevant results. The direction of the steepest descent depends
on the choice of the scalar product R ! # . With the previous definition, we get the
classical gradient flow    %  4  @>3, 1  2 0 % > &
With these tools, we can now focus our attention on the design of a matching func-
tional
@
allowing us to cope with different modalities. It requires the introduction of
more complex disparity measures in the functional E , since a simple SSD criterion
becomes meaningless.
2.2 Supervised Registration and Joint Intensity Learning
In order to match images from two different modalities, several strategies are pos-
sible. They can be divided into two categories. Some solutions consist in using
relevant geometric features, such as edges and corners, whose definition relies es-
sentially on differences between intensity levels. Hopefully, these features are ro-
bust to global changes of intensity scale. A second way, which will be explored
here, relies on a possible description of the relation between the intensity maps of
two different modalities. A probabilistic formalism can be easily introduced in this
framework.
One of the simplest probabilistic image models is based on the following as-
sumption. Image pixels are independent samples of a given random variable, re-
gardless of their relative positions. Note that this approach seems a priori incom-
patible with our previous modelling assumptions. In fact, we need to transpose this
setting to the continous case, and consider strictly stationary processes whose time
parameter is a vector defined on
 
. Consequently,  and  become some sample
paths of two random processes. Stationarity is definitely a very strong assumption
INRIA
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but provides us with some simple and useful mathematical tools. Ultimately, suc-
cessful experiments will support this questionable modelling assumption.
We denote by    the intensity distribution estimated from  . The image  un-
dergoing a displacement field > becomes  W,9;:5<>T0 and leads to the estimated
density    . Finally,     stands for an estimate of their joint intensity distribution.
By analogy with the discrete case, we introduce two random variables,   and   ,
whose probability densities are respectively given by    and    . Note that within
this probabilistic framework, the link between two modalities is fully characterized
by a joint density.
We first assume that reference templates, or sets of manually pre-registered im-
ages, are available to estimate the real joint intensity distribution   . In practice, a
non-parametric Parzen-Rozenblatt estimator [6, 15] can be used. From the knowl-
edge of   , we can derive a supervised registration principle (SR). We borrow from
information theory the notion of uncertainty or information, defined for an event
with respect to a probability measure. In this case, an event is nothing but the co-
occurrence of two intensity values :  
 %&T,6.10 and  S %D,6. <\>,6.10R0 (at any point .
in
 
). The amount of information conveyed by this event is given by
  	
 1, 
  S 0 .
A global disparity measure follows by computing the total amount of information
for a displacement > :
E A >FB% M )   	
 1, P,6.10  D,6. <Q>3,/.10 0R0178.
One may also give an interpretation of this expression as a continuous formulation
of the maximum likelihood principle developed in [16].
Combined with (3), these considerations are summarized by the following match-
ing functional :@  A >CB% M )    1,OP,/.10 R ,/. <?>,6.10R0 0F7 .<?H M )   , Y >,6.10R0F78.
In this simple case, the explicit computation of the first variation is not required.
Indeed, we can rewrite @  A >CB% M ) 7 ,/.  >,6.10  Y >,6.10R0 78.
RR n° 4117
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With a differentiable and strictly positive estimate   of the joint intensity distrib-
ution, and provided     and  enjoy the appropriate regularity, 7 is continously
differentiable with respect to each component of > and Y > , thus
7  ,6.  >  Y > 0 %  +    F,O R N,9;:=<?> 0 0+ > (5)%     ,    U,69*: <?> 0 0 F,O R N,9;:=<?> 0 0 4  N,9;:=<Q>T0D
where    denotes the partial derivative of   with respect to its second variable.
Moreover, 7;:  ,6.P > Y >T0 %   :  , Y >T0 (6)
Finally, combining (5) and (6) with (4), we get the following Euler equation :    ,O R N,9;:=<?> 0 0
 1,O   N,9;:=<Q>T0R0 4W U,69*:=<Q>T0  H :98/,   :  , Y > 0 0 % 6
In effect, given an initial displacement field > & , we consider a suboptimal solution
by building the following gradient flow : >  %    ,    U,69*: <?> 0 0 1,    N,9;:=<?> 0 0 4  N,9;:=<?> 0C< H :98/,   :  , Y > 0 0>3, 1  2 0 % > & (7)
Boundary conditions may apply. In practice, we assume either Neumann or Dirich-
let conditions.
It is particularly interesting to compare this gradient flow with the one based on
the SSD criterion (see equation (1)). In this case, we would get  >  % ,O   N,9;:=<?> 0 0 4  N,9;:=<Q>T0C<?H : 86,   :  , Y >T0R0>,=1 *2 0 % > & (8)
We immediately notice the analogy between the function 	
    	     in equation (7),and the intensity comparison function  
   S of equation (8). They play the same
INRIA
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role, but the function 	
        	     takes into account the existing relation between theintensity maps. Notice that there is no necessary assumption of a unique functional
dependence. Any element of one intensity map may have several corresponding
elements in the other map (and conversely). The knowledge of the nearest most
likely intensity correspondence is implicitly taken into account in the comparison
function.
Let us now assume that we don’t have any training set available for the learning
process. One can easily develop the following argument : if the initial pose is
close to the solution (small deformations), a sufficiently robust estimate of their
joint intensity distribution may be a good approximation of the real joint density for
these two modalities. The incorrectly matched image values are considered as noise.
Subsequently, > could be recovered from this initial estimate. In the following, we
will see that this heuristic appears implicitly in the mutual information similarity
measure.
2.3 Information-Theoretic and Statistical Criteria: Gradient
Flows of Mutual Information and Correlation Ratio
When no training set is available, we may want to compensate for this lack of knowl-
edge by using some statistical or information-theoretic similarity measures. Among
numerous criteria, the mutual information and the correlation ratio have already
been proven to be very effective in the image matching context. They are usually
considered as global criteria optimized over low dimensional classes of deforma-
tions.
Mutual information is borrowed from information theory. This intensity based
similarity measure was introduced in the context of multi-modal registration in [30,
31]. Using our notation, the mutual information computed from  and  (given > )
is provided by
 9   % A   B   A   V   B % A   B   A   V   B% A   B < A   B   A      B
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where  stands for the differential entropy. This similarity measure is positive and
symmetric. We often find more convenient to write the mutual information in terms
of a Kullback-Leibler divergence
 9   %  	  	 	  	   % M
      , 
  S 0  	  
  , 
  S 0   , 
 0     ,  S 0 7  
 7  S
  	 	 	 defines a non symmetric distance between two probability densities   and  [15]. From this viewpoint, the mutual information indicates how the intensity
distributions of two images fail to be independent.
On the other hand, the correlation ratio has been proposed in [24] to complete
multi-modal affine registrations. This criterion relies on a slightly different notion
of similarity. From the definition
   % GA A   V   B B A   B  (9)
   can intuitively be described as the proportion of energy in   which is “ex-
plained” by   . More formally, this measure is bounded ( 1     K 0 ) and
expresses the level of functional dependency between   and   :
   % K   7   % 7 ,  0   % 1  WA   V   B%  
We must notice that this measure is not symmetric. If the real dependence is given
by a non monotonic function, the registration may fail if the suitable random vari-
able order is not selected. Note that correlation ratio and mutual information are
equivalent for a pair of gaussian random variables [24, 15].
We propose to include these criteria in the definition of the functional E . In both
cases, the computation of their first variation is carried out by considering the vari-
ations of some joint density estimates according to > . To insure the compatibility
of this approach with a variational setting, a continuous form of Parzen-Rozenblatt
estimators [6] is used. It provides us with a simple way to quantify the contribution
of infinitesimal variations of > to these global similarity criteria.
INRIA
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2.3.1 Mutual Information
We consider the opposite of the mutual information to transform a maximization
problem into the minimization of the following cost functional :@ ;A >CB%   9   < H M )   , Y > 0F78. (10)
Due to the the complex form of E   A >FB %   9   , an explicit computation of
its first variation must be carried out. For this purpose, we recall the following
definition 7GE   A > FB% + E  ;A >=<)(*FB+ ( ---- #%./&
We have
+ E  *A >=<,(*CB+ ( %  M 
  ++ (       # ,  
  S 0  	      # ,  
  S 0   , 
 0      # , S 0	 7  
 7  S
%  M 
 
 K <)       # , 
  S 0   ,  
 0      # , S 0       
+      # ,  
  S 0+ ( 7  
 7  S
 M 
       # , 
  S 0     # ,  S 0 +      # ,  S 0+ ( 7  
 7  S  
We first notice that % M 
 +      # ,  S 0+ ( K     # ,  S 0 M 
      # ,  
  S 0 7  
  	      7  S %+
+ (  M 
      # ,  S 0 7  S"!  


%21
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Assuming a displacement field >< (* , the joint intensity distribution estimated from and  is provided by a non parametric Parzen-Rozenblatt density model
 
   # , 
   S 0 % K  ,   0 M )  ,OT,6.10   
  D,6. <Q>3,/.10C<,(*,6.F0 0   S 0F78. 
where   ,   0 denotes the volume of   and  , H 0 is a bidimensional density ker-
nel (strictly positive and differentiable). This is a straightforward generalization of
the expression given in [6] for continuous time random processes. Derivatives of
 
   # , 
  S 0 can be easily computed. In particular,
+      # , 
  S 0+ ( % K  ,   0 M )  , P,6.10   
  D,6. <Q>3,/.10F<,(*,6.F0 0   S 0
4  ,/.<?>,6.10C<)(*3,/.10 0P2 ,6.10F78.
We now let (-% 1 ,
7GE   A >CB%  K  ,   0 M 
  M )   , 
  S 0  , P,6.10   
  D,6. <Q>3,/.10 0   S 0
4  ,/.<?>,6.10R0T2 3,/.10178.=7  
 7  S
The convolution operator, denoted  , appears naturally. It commutes with the deriva-
tion operator
  and therefore
7 E   A > CB %  K  ,   0 M ) A   +  +  S B ,OP,/.10  D,/. <?>,6.10R0 0 4 D,6.<?>,6.10R0T2 3,/.10178.%   K  ,   0 A   +  +  S B ,O   U,69*:=<Q>T0R0 4  N,9;:=<?> 0 
	 #
Finally, the Euler-Lagrange equation of (10) is found to be equal to
0 .      K  ,   0 A   +  +  S B^, P,6.10  D,6. <Q>3,/.10 0R04WD,/. <?>,6.10R0  H : 86,   :  , Y >T0R0%26U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with +  
+  S % K    , 
   S 0
+     ,  
  S 0+  S  K    ,  S 0
+     , S 0+  S
As we did previously, we actually consider the related steepest descent flow  >  % 
  )  A       B^,    N,9;:=<?> 0 094W N,9;:=<Q>T0C<?H : 86,   :  , Y >T0R0>,=1 *2 0 % > &
(11)
We recognize the first term of
    as the comparison function of the supervised
registration method. This comparison function is re-evaluated continuously through
time, combined with a similar expression of its marginal density, and smoothed by
convolution. This formula can be considered as direct extension of the heuristic
we introduced earlier. As a matter of fact, this method performs registration by
successive adjustments of its joint intensity model. Its first estimate is simply based
on the initial pose.
2.3.2 Correlation Ratio
In the same setting, we now consider the correlation ratio, with the functional@  A >FB%       	 
 < H M )  , Y > 0178. (12)
Instead of using the original definition (9) of
   , we can use the total variance
theorem to obtain     % K 
WA	 A   V   B B   A   B
This transformation was suggested in [23, 24], and we can notice that E   might
be directly replaced by the second term of this formula. In order to compute the first
variation, we can write
+ E   A >=<,(AFB+ ( % 
           

 # <,      #  K 0     
 #  A    # B
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Since
 A    # V   %  
 B% M 
  SS      # ,  
  S 0   ,  
 0 7  S  
 M 
  S  
   # , 
   S 0   ,  
 0 7  S  S 
we have
+  A	 A    # V   B B+ ( % ++ (  M
 GA    # V   %  
 B    , 
 0$7  
 !
% M
   S ,  S  L WA    # V   %  
 B/0 +      # ,  
  S 0+ ( 7  
 7  S
Similarly,
+ GA    # B+ ( % M 
   S ,  S  L WA    # B/0 +      # ,  
  S 0+ ( 7  
 7  S
We finally get
+ E   A >"<)(*CB+ ( % M 
     # , 
  S 0 +      # ,  
   S 0+ ( 7  
 7  S 
with   # , 
  S 0 %  SGA    # B ,R,  S  L  A    # V   %  
 B 0<&,      #  K 0;,  S  L WA    # B 0 0
We now let (%1 . Similar remarks apply to the study of the mutual information and
the present situation. Thus,
7 E   A >*FB % M ) K  ,   0 A   +  +  S B ,OP,/.10  D,/. <?>,6.10R0 0 4 D,6.<?>,6.10R0T2 3,/.10178.%  K  ,   0 A   +  +  S B ,O   U,69*:"<Q>T0R0 4W N,9;:=<?> 0 
	 #
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Taking into account the usual regularization functional J , this result leads to the
following gradient flow :  >  %  
  )  A       B ,O    ,69*:"<Q>T0R0 4W N,9;:=<?> 0C< H :98/,   :  , Y > 0 0>,=1 *2 0 % > &
(13)
with +  
+  S %
L
 A   B   S   A   V   %  
 BG<,      K 0*,  S  WA   B 0
One more time, we observe that this resulting matching method relies on a dynamic
re-evaluation of the joint intensity model. Even the expression of the correlation
ratio is computed continously through time.
     provides a comparison of the in-
tensity levels based on some global estimate of the functional dependence between
two different intensity scales.
2.4 Summary and comments
We assumed that joint intensity distributions fully characterize the relation between
the intensity maps of different modalities. Either this density can be computed from
a learning set, or it is also an unknown parameter.
In the first case, a simple comparison function is computed, once for all, to es-
tablish a meaningful correspondence between intensity values. This function offers
a large flexibility by somehow integrating multiple correspondences for a single in-
tensity value. In this case, given an intensity value in one modality, the comparison
function may be non monotonic in terms of the intensities of the second modality.
The related gradient flows defines the so-called supervised registration.
When the density is unknown, its estimate is built from the initial pose, and is
continously re-estimated along with the gradient descent process. The mutual infor-
mation and the correlation ratio illustrate this approach. Their main difference lies
on how each method builds its intensity comparison function from the estimated
joint density. As for the supervised method, the mutual information depends on a
directional derivative of the joint intensity distribution, while the correlation ratio
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Method Intensity Comparison  F,  
  S 0
SSD  

  S
SR K F,  
  S 0
+  F,  
   S 0+  S
MI K  ,   0     K    +    +  S  K    +    +  S  ! ,  
  S 0
CR
 L     S  WA   V   %  
 B <&,      K 0;,  S  WA   B 0 GA   B   ,   0
Table 1: Comparison functions.
relies mainly on a unique functional dependence computed from the first condi-
tional moments. These two different models suggest that the choice between these
two methods is given by a classical trade-off between flexibility and robustness.
By letting   denote a generic comparison function, we can now define a global
gradient flow formulation  >  %  F,    U,69*:=<Q>T0R0 4  N,9;:=<?> 0F< H":98/,   :  , Y > 0 0>,=1G 2 0 % > & (14)
It can be specialized with the correspondences shown in Table 1.
In the case of supervised registration,   is fixed. Its gradient flow is a set of 
coupled nonlinear parabolic equations. If the expression of   is sufficiently simple,
we may expect to build a proof of existence and uniqueness of weak solutions by
using the theoretical tools developed for reaction-diffusion equations [12]. Such a
proof is provided in [4] for a similar mono-modal optical flow PDE. In the case of
the mutual information and the correlation ratio, their form is much more complex.
The continuous re-evaluation of joint density estimates in
 
leads to some sort
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of functional equations. None of the previous tools is directly applicable. Never-
theless, we will see that their numerical implementation does not raise any major
problems.
3 Regularization
We initially suggested a flexible regularization term (3) defined for a mapping
  	     ,  0   . In this framework, we can notice that a simple Tikhonov
model with   	   
S   ,  ]   0 leads to a diffusion term, since :98/,   :  , Y > 0 0 %:98/, Y > 0%W> . It was one of the first regularizations proposed to solve the dense
image matching problem [5]. This is a strong assumption which is often too re-
strictive on > . In order to relax this constraint, several heuristics can be taken into
account. They lead to different choices for   . In the following, we focus our atten-
tion on a simple physically-based model borrowed from linear elasticity. We also
consider geometry-driven heuristics, relying on diffusion tensors.
3.1 Linear Elasticity
As in [7], where a linear elastic model is used for the realignment of mono-modal
MRI, we can assume that the geometric deformation (% 9*: < > corresponds
to the strain of an elastic, isotropic and materially uniform material. Following
the elasticity theory formalism, we build a linear approximation of a strain tensor % 
S , Y  ] Y   9*0 
S , Y > ] < Y > 0 (for small displacements > ). According
to the Saint-Venant/Kirchoff model [9], the corresponding strain energy is given by
the functional
 A >CB % M ) 	 L ,   ,  0 0 S <     ,  S 0178.
 M ) 	 L ,   , KL , Y > ] < Y > 0 0R0RS <     ,R, KL , Y > ] < Y >T0R0RS 0F78. 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where
	
and   are the Lamé constants (known for a given elastic material). The key
idea is to use this energy as a regularization functional J with
  	   	   ,   ,   ] <   0 0RS1<   L   , ,  ] <   0RS 0
Thus, we easily get
: 86,   :  , Y >T0R0 % :98/, 	 ,542 > 0 9 <   , Y > ] < Y > 0 0%   W>=<&, 	 <   04\,=42 >T0
One can notice that  
:  , Y > 0 corresponds to the so-called stress tensor, an impor-
tant element of elasticity theory. Finally, we can combine this expression with our
previous results to rewrite equation (14)  >  %  F,O   N,9;:=<?> 0 094W N,69*:"<Q>T0< H,   W>=<&, 	 <   0A4\,=42 >T0R0>,=1  2 0 % > &
A single parameter ?%   	 is used in practice to adjust the elasticity level. In
general, we will use this method with any type of datasets (not necessarily images
of objects undergoing a “real” elastic deformation). Even when considering MRI
volumes, we should point out that this regularization principle has been selected for
the trade-off it offers between flexibility and simplicity, not in the intent of building
a bio-mechanical deformation model.
3.2 Diffusion Tensors and Geometry-Driven Regularization
The previous smoothness constraint is not always relevant. Optical flows, for in-
stance, present discontinuities at the boundaries of moving objects. Such sharp
variations in a displacement field are strongly penalized in the previous model. In
this case, a geometry-driven regularization can help. We consider the mapping  
given by   	    
S   ,  ] <    0D where <  is a symmetric tensor characterized
by some features of the target image. By computing
 
:  , Y > 0 %KL +   , Y > ] <  Y >T0+ Y > %<  Y >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we obtain a modified diffusion term :98/,=<  Y >T0 . We would like to find a ten-
sor <  allowing large local variations by reducing the isotropic regularization near
edges (characterized by high gradients of  ). As suggested in [1], we could use
<  %  , VXV 4 V[V 0$9 , where  is a strictly positive, decreasing function. A slightly
different choice was initially suggested by Nagel and Henkelman [20] and found
a theoretical justification in [26]. They consider an anisotropic smoothing of >
along objects contours, by choosing <  as a modified projection matrix. First used
with a linearized optical flow equation [20], this tensor has been recently applied
in a nonlinear/scale-space setting [3, 4]. The original 2D tensor can be extended to
higher dimensions. We propose here a generic n-dimensional formulation
<  % , 	 < V[V 4 VXV S 0 9  4 4  ],  K 0 VXV 4  VXV S <Q 	
The sensitivity of the edge detection is adjusted with the variable
	
.
3.3 Remarks on Other Regularization Methods
Selecting a function   is not the only way to perform a suitable regularization.
Several other models can be found in previous works dedicated to mono-modal
matching problems.
For instance, one can avoid the additive regularization term J by applying,
along with the gradient descent, a spatial smoothing of the gradient field (convo-
lution by a Gaussian kernel or a few iterations of the heat equation). The resulting
method, related to the so-called demon’s algorithm [27], does not directly fit into a
simple variational formulation. However, regarding a possible equivalence between
this type of approach and the additive regularization, the interested reader can find
some theoretical results in [21].
Another way to deal with the regularization problem was first introduced in [8],
with a viscous fluid PDE registration model. It has been generalized to a more
abstract and mathematical setting in [29] and is based on the following principle.
The deformation  is considered as a continuous composition of infinitesimal trans-
formations. This decomposition is used to define a distance on a related infinite
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dimensional group of diffeomorphisms. Then, this distance is used to measure the
regularity of  . The main advantage of this principle is to recover a much larger
class of deformations, by relaxing in a suitable way the functional J . Based on
these ideas, a very generic matching framework is proposed in [19].
4 Numerical Experiments
4.1 Implementation issues
The spatial discretization of all the gradient flows is induced by image samples.
Several numerical schemes are possible, and generally depend on the interpolation
method. Our implementation combines a linear interpolation with a centered dif-
ferences scheme. As usual for this type of problem, a multi-resolution approach is
used. The gradient descent is applied to a set of smoothed and sub-sampled images.
Since the considered functionals are non convex, this coarse to fine strategy helps
avoiding irrelevant extrema. A larger class of deformations can be recovered and the
computational cost of our algorithms is usually decreased. Parzen-Rozenblatt esti-
mates are obtained by convolution of joint histograms with a 2D Gaussian kernel,
implemented as a recursive filter.
4.2 Experiments
Figure 1. Supervised registration (SR) method. A synthetic learning set is pro-
duced by applying a sin function and adding Gaussian noise (zero mean with 0.01
variance) to four images (whose intensity has been normalized on
A 1  L  B ). We use
the comparison function   estimated from this learning set to match two views of a
face. The non-monotonic functional dependence between these two intensity maps
is clearly recovered from the estimated comparison function, and a visually correct
realignment is achieved. Some small artefacts appear, mainly due to some elements
in the background which are not present in both views. Regularization is achieved
by the linear elastic model.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 1: SR matching (with linear elasticity) : (a) and (b) learning sets : 4 pairs of
256x256 images, (c) estimated comparison function  F,  
  S 0 , (d) reference image
(256x256), (e) image to register, (f) image (e) after realignment.
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Figure 2. This example is interesting since the discrete joint histogram (i. e. be-
fore Gaussian smoothing) contains only five non-null entries. Registration was
performed with both MI and CR, which yielded very similar results. Both algo-
rithms succeeded in matching completely these two images with both linear elastic
and geometry-driven regularizations (though the appropriate choice for the refer-
ence image was essential for CR to work). The results clearly emphasize the edge-
preserving property of the latter regularization method, which recovers the “natural”
discontinuities of the deformation field. A simple comparison of the two resulting
fields underlines the importance of the prior knowledge embedded in the regular-
ization functional. Even if such differences can be much less visible on real images,
one not only needs to insure that two images are correctly realigned, but also that
the recovered displacement field is meaningful with respect to the underlying cause
of the deformation.It also illustrates the fact that validating with synthetic defor-
mation fields may not always be appropriate, since the solution may depend on the
assumed properties of the solution.
Figure 3. We use the MI and CR criteria to realign two slices from a Proton Density
(PD) and a T2 MRI volume (same patient). An artificial geometric distortion (based
on a set of three Gaussian kernels) has been applied to the original pre-registered
dataset. In order to evaluate the accuracy of the realignment, we superimposed
some contours of the T2 image (initial and recovered pose) over the target image
(PD). It gives a good qualitative indication of the quality of the registration. Most
of the anatomical structures seem correctly realigned. In this case, the linear elastic
regularization is used.
Figure 4. Application of the MI criterion to the realignment of 3D MRI datasets
(using linear elasticity). The artificial change of intensity is identical to the one
used in Figure 1. We applied a synthetic geometric distortion based on a set of
eight Gaussian kernels (displacement with a maximum amplitude of 6.9 voxels).
A first look at some selected features (marked with black squares) suggest that the
main structure of the underlying deformation has been recovered. Superimposed
contours of the initial and final pose over an axial slice of the target volume confirm
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
Figure 2: MI criterion with a synthetic example : (a) reference image (256x256),
(b) image to register, (c) image (b) after realignment (with linear elasticity), (d)
recovered displacement field (with linear elasticity), (e) image (b) after realign-
ment (with geometry-driven regularization), (f) recovered displacement field (with
geometry-driven regularization). The CR criterion yields similar results.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
Figure 3: PD/T2 MRI realignment with MI and CR comparison functions (regu-
larization using linear elasticity) : (a) reference image (PD 200x200), (b) image to
register (T2 200x200), (c) image (b) after realignment (MI), (d) recovered displace-
ment field (MI), (e) initial pose, (f) final pose, (g) image (b) after realignment (CR),
(h) recovered displacement field (CR).
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that the main anatomical structures seem correctly realigned. Let us now consider
the elements of the initial displacement field whose norm was larger than one voxel.
A quantitative error study shows that K   3   % of these vectors have been recovered
with a subvoxel accuracy. This percentage increases to  3 K  % for the displace-
ment vectors whose norm was lower than 2 voxels. A direct interpretation of these
objective measures is difficult and is not completely relevant to evaluate the quality
of the registration. As we already noticed, different deformation fields can lead to
meaningful realignments (see Figure 2). In this case, the linear elastic model offers
a smoothness assumption which is slightly different from the artificial Gaussian-
based deformation, explaining in part the differences between the applied and the
recovered displacement fields.
Figure 5. In this last figure, we illustrate one of the alternative regularization meth-
ods mentioned in Section 3.3. We remove the term :98/,   :  , Y > 0 0 and apply a
Gaussian smoothing to the gradient field at each iteration. This approach is some-
how related to the isotropic regularization provided by   	    
S   ,  ]   0 , and
provides a robust regularization algorithm when no discontinuities are to be pre-
served. The example shows an artificially distorted image of a face. Both CR and
MI gradient flows were tested.
5 Conclusions
We developed a complete variational formulation for non-parametric multi-modal
image matching. The main contribution of this work lies in the derivation of local
intensity comparison functions and dense displacement fields from complex and
intrinsically global information-theoretic criteria. In this setting, one can use a large
class of regularization methods and adapt the algorithms to problem-specific issues.
In order to confirm the robustness and the accuracy of this approach, especially in its
application to multi-modal MRI data, a more complete qualitative and quantitative
experimental study must be carried out. It will form the next step of this research.
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Figure 4: Realignment of MRI volumes (synthetic example with MI and linear
elasticity) : (a) and (b) two views of the reference volume (T2 66x111x97), (c) and
(d) volume to register (66x111x97), (e) and (f) volume after realignment, (g) and
(h) contours of the deformed volume superimposed over an axial slice of the target
volume (initial and final pose).
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(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
(f) (g)
(h) (i)
Figure 5: 2D-Matching with Gaussian-smoothing regularization : (a), (b) and (c)
reference, target and registered images. (d) superposition of (a) and (b), (e) superpo-
sition of (a) and (c). (f) and (g) applied and recovered deformation fields, x-direction
(level 6.00 shown). (h) and (i) applied and recovered deformation fields, y-direction
(level -2.00 shown). Very similar results were obtained by maximization of CR and
MI. The results from the first two rows come from the MI experiment, while those
of the last two rows are from the CR test.
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